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Tax registration assessment system is an important sub system of Yunnan local 
taxation collection and management system, but this system can only offer the 
operation and implementation of registration, assessment, change, stop and cancel 
within tax intranet, the taxpayers must go to the tax authorities to complete the 
relevant business needs. It is a great waste of taxpayers' time and increase the pressure 
of tax service hall. Some problems can be solved via the design and implementation 
of this system. 
In Yunnan Province, the taxpayer's archive management still uses paper-based 
management approach in traditional administration mode, which greatly increased the 
cost of managing grass-roots tax authorities, and you can maximize the collection 
costs by changing paper-based management into electronic archive management, and 
then integrate it into tax registration assement system.  
This paper mainly aims at the deficiency of current tax registration assement 
system and the traditional management mode, drawing on the experience of the 
development and application of new service system (tax service platform and network 
invoice platform), and then designs and implements a tax registration assement and 
archive system based on J2EE technology, B/S system and JAVA WEB, in which 
taxpayers can do some business applications and operations of tax registration 
assement and archive management on the Internet. In this way, taxpayers and tax 
authorities can handle tax-related matters conveniently and quickly through the 
Internet, thereby reducing collection costs and improving service efficiency. 
This paper first makes requirement analysis of system's functional and 
non-functional aspects according to some theoretical technical knowledge used by the 
system, and describes the business processes of the tax registration assement and 
archive management system, designs system architecture model by using J2EE 
technology, B / S system and JAVA WEB; then describes the functional design of the 















assement and archive management; Finally describes a typical realization of the 
module and test proposed future direction of development. 
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